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Everyone makes or has ambitions, But only few will succeed,

Again most Africans acts as parrots rather than an eagles.

the rest get caught in the gab of intentions and action. Africa is a

Thought without action is a barrier to achieving relevant, mean-

the poorest continent. Most Africans don’t accept that real battle

the root cause of Africans weak economy is to have a change in the

great continent with lots of prospect. Africa is one of the richest
continent in terms of agriculture, minerals and culture but remains
grounds is in the mind.

The major problems that hinders the economic development

of Africa is not lack of money, skilled labor, lack of innovations or
what of you but rather procrastination and love of money are the

top notch problematic characters among the citizens of Africa that
has great negative effect on the continent of Africa. Procrastination

is the illusions of quick-win , and African are mostly the victim of

it. One thing I realize with most Africans is they compromise long-

term success for short pleasure. They lack the idea that procrastination is simply a well afflicted wound.

Africa economy keeps deteriorating because of poor leader-

ship, political instability and lack of practical education. Most cur-

rent leaders in Africa are slaves of money and that makes them

lead on with greediness and selfishness. ‘money is not everything
but everything needs money’ , this is a conspiracy truth that most

ingful task and instead lead them to waste precious time on trivial

and invaluable activities. In my opinion, which I strongly believe is
mindset among it citizens before they think of economic development and success.
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Africans ignore.
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